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Heavy Diesel Fitter
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Company: Marble

Location: Australia

Category: other-general

Heavy Diesel Fitter

Industry

Infrastructure & Mining

Salary/Rate

Location

NSW

Type

Full Time

2:2 roster, DIDO in NSW or FIFO from interstate, camp and meals provided. Mining project

in the Hunter Valley.

Earn up to $78.00ph + super + annual leave + sick leave

12 month max term contract, guaranteed work till April/ May 2025

Work in a close knit team of experience trades and operators

The company

Enjoy working for a well-known mining contractor with deep seated roots in the UG hard rock

mining sector and within coal mining in NSW. The business offers;-

Wide range of training and development

Job security and the opportunity to move to over projects
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A safety first culture

The mine site & roster

Located in the Hunter Valley this construction project is being mined with UG drill rigs and

loaders. The project is supported by a mining camp with meals provided.

2 weeks on 2 weeks off

7 days/ 7 nights then 14 off

BIBO from camp to the mine each shift

The role

Reporting to the leading hand on your crew and working amongst a small team of experience

fitters you will be responsible for;-

Workshop (80%) - servicing, schedule maintenance, component change outs, fault finding,

general repairs

Field (20%) - UG services to drill rigs and machinery breakdowns

Your skills and experience

You will have come from a diesel fitting trade background (or have equivalent experience)

and have previous experience working on transport, civil or mining earthmoving machinery.

You will also;

Have a coal board medical (or prepared to complete one)

Have an excellent attitude towards work

Team player and can work autonomously

Strong mechanical and hydraulic knowledge

UG mining drill experience is highly regarded

The opportunity and why apply

Secure a 12-month max term contract through Marble to the mining contractor. The project

is guaranteed to run to April/ May 2025. You will also enjoy;-



2:2 roster (days and nights, then 14 off)

DIDO or FIFO (interstate) with accommodation and meals provided

Upskill on a specialist fleet of UG mining mobile plant (drills, loaders)

Join a close-knit team with a great culture on site

Prove you worth and secure a contract extension at another contract (after 12

months)

Earn a healthy rate of up to $78.00ph + super + annual leave + sick leave

Apply now for more information or call Josh Little-Jones on 0420462066 for a confidential

conversation and to be sent a role pack on the position and project.

Josh Little-Jones | jlittlejones@marble.com.au | 0420 462 066

Marble Team Mining - Director

By submitting your CV you agree to have read: marble.com.au/privacy

To apply for the role click “APPLY”. Please note only shortlisted applicants will be contacted.

Apply

Apply Now
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